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LTAP Plan Continues
Centers' FlexibilityAs noted in the story above, a theme of the LTAP

national conference in Duluth was implement-
ing the new national LTAP strategic plan. This
article, condensed from the LTAP Journal, high-
lights the goals and strategies in the plan, and the
implementation status nationally and in Minnesota.

Why an LTAP Strategic Plan?
To face the complex challenges created by rapidly
changing technologies and shrinking resources, in
1995 LTAP began developing a strategic plan to
provide a framework for the overall program that
incorporates the T2 centers' flexibility to respond to
specific agency needs in their state.

The planning committee, chaired by Cheri Trenda
of Minnesota T2, included representatives from a
wide range of LTAP partners, including local agency
representatives from NACE and the American
Public Works Association (APWA), as well as DOT
representatives from the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO).

The process also involved more than 300 LTAP
partners, including federal, state, Tribal, and local
transportation and technology transfer personnel,
researchers, and professional association officers.

Plan continued on page 2

Trainer Sought for Circuit
Training and Assistance
ProgramM n/DOT, in cooperation with Minnesota T

2 , will
soon hire a full-time trainer for the Circuit

Training and Assistance Program (CTAP, a.k.a. the
Circuit Rider). The circuit training program is
designed to bring training and technology transfer to
local transportation shops throughout Minnesota,
delivering training door-to-door to state and local
transportation maintenance personnel. While the
program has had many excellent instructors over the
years, a full-time trainer is needed to design courses,
update information, work with local agencies, and
"take the show on the road."

The CTAP partnership, which includes the FHWA,
Mn/DOT, the Minnesota T2 Program, and the LRRB,
has agreed to fund this position for at least two years.
The trainer will work in the Mn/DOT Office of
Maintenance Research in St. Paul.

The trainer sought will clearly need to be a unique
individual, with extensive roadway maintenance

Trainer continued on page 8

T2 Survey: Tell Us Your
Thoughts
Research reports, T2 Exchange, training courses,

Son-site demonstrations. All these efforts and
more help bring new ideas and practices directly to
the field for application. Partnerships among organi-
zations such as CTS, Mn/DOT, and the Minnesota
Local Road Research Board support a variety of
activities that help in applying the research results.

But what method works best in communicating
new information? Which activity helps practitioners
apply those new ideas in ways that improve opera-
tions or save money?

Representatives from Mn/DOT's Office of Re-
search Administration (ORA) and Minnesota T2 want
to know more about the activities that their customers
find the most helpful. In November, a survey funded
primarily by the LRRB is being mailed to users of
technology transfer services and products. City and
county engineers, public works directors, street
superintendents, Mn/DOT research coordinators, and
Mn/DOT area maintenance engineers and supervi-
sors, as well as a random sampling of T2 course
participants, will receive a survey.

"We need to constantly examine what we do to
make sure that it works well," says Micky Ruiz, Mn/
DOT technology transfer manager. "This kind of
evaluation helps us spend our dollars wisely and

Survey continued on page 3
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Plan from page 1

Ongoing involvement with LTAP T2

centers was also essential.
The resulting strategic plan seeks to

establish a commonly shared set of
goals and strategies (see below) that
allow LTAP to achieve its full national
potential and maximize its service to
local transportation agencies. These
goals will serve as a guide to change,
which means an ongoing dialog about
the future.

Execution of the LTAP strategic plan
will require continued cooperation and
collaboration among FHWA and LTAP
partners and customers.

Plan Implementation
Anna Bennett of California's T2 Center
is on special assignment with the
FHWA to direct the strategic plan

implementation activities. Working
with Bennett is the LTAP Strategic Plan
Implementation Committee. Minnesota
members serving on the committee are
Lee Amundson of Steele County
(representing NACE), Dave Johnson of
Mn/DOT (representing AASHTO), and
Cheri Trenda (T2/LTAP). A primary
result of the committee's implementa-
tion activities will be the development
of LTAP partnership agreements with
NACE, the APWA, and AASHTO.

Over the last year, the Minnesota T2

Steering Committee, chaired by Pat
Murphy of Mn/DOT, has been address-
ing some important strategic issues
affecting the T2 Program. Plans include
the development of a Minnesota
strategic plan to support the national
LTAP goals and strategies. II
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designed to foster and improve information
exchange among local practitioners and state
and national transportation agencies.
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and the Minnesota Department of Transpor-
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extra copies of the Exchange, contact Circu-
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The Exchange welcomes contributions and
suggestions from its readers. Submit articles,
news items, and other comments to Pamela
Snopl, editor, at the address or number be-
low.
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A A AC2 & & Cvwloitte
Our subject this issue is the partnering
work of an R&D committee based in
St. Cloud. Virgil Kulzer, Mn/DOT
maintenance worker, is our source. He
presented this information at the
Spring Maintenance Expo.

Q
Why was the Research and Develop-
ment (R&D) Committee needed?

A
There is always a need to develop new
products and update others. The R&D
Committee was determined to be the
best way to steer people into the right
procedures and get the program going.
The committee obtains input from
people who actually use the products
to determine what should be updated
or created.

Q
Whose idea was it to form the commit-
tee, and when was it formed?

A
The committee was formed in 1995.
The idea of forming the committee
came from the district engineer,
superintendent, and the maintenance
and automotive supervisors.

Q
Who is on the committee?

Committee members consist of one
shop supervisor, one welder, one
mechanic, one member of the bridge
department, and three maintenance
workers representing the three regions
of the district (West, Metro, and Lake.)

a
What does the committee do?

Committee members bring in recom-
mendations from other employees and
present them to the committee for its
opinion. The recommendations are
picked and torn apart by the committee
and redeveloped. The recommenda-
tions or presentations must consist of
something that will be changed to
make the machinery work better. All
presentations must fit under the
category of research and development.
An example of such a recommendation
would be a wing design change in a
sander and plow.

How often does the committee meet,
and what are its procedures?

A
The committee meets once a month,
typically around the middle of the
month.

What are the benefits of the commit-
tee so far?

A
The committee has many benefits.
The main accomplishment has been
that it has helped in developing and
changing things. The committee
doesn't want to do everything the hard
way or the old-fashioned way, and is
looking at finding the faster, easier
and, most importantly, the safer way
than things have been done in the past.

Q
Can the idea be applied elsewhere?

A
Yes. This idea can be applied in any
field (engineering, automotive
maintenance, paving, etc.). People
need to become motivated to form
research and development commit-
tees, so that change and new ideas
may be presented.

a
What are future plans for the
committee?

A
Future plans are for the group to carry
on as they have been and to locate
funding from any possible source. The
supervisors have been supportive and
motivated to continue helping in
these plans.

Do you plan to contact other districts?

A
Yes, we are motivated to tell what
we've done in our group and would
like to contact other districts. There's
nothing but good which can come out
of a system like the one we've set up.
Right now, the reason we've not been
in contact with other districts is
because of a lack of time.

Q
Will you add any local government
members to the committee?

A
We would be open to adding local
government members to the commit-
tee. The city of St. Cloud and Steams
County have set up a working relation-
ship that is beneficial to both jurisdic-
tions. We would like to become
involved with their relationship and
others. We are also trying to put
something into circulation, so that the
existence of our group and our work
becomes known by other groups. [

-- Jennie Read
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Software Chosen for Route Optimization

Last fall, the Exchange printed an article about
a snowplow route coordination project
sponsored by the Minnesota Local Road

Research Board (LRRB) and Mn/DOT. The goal of
this project was to determine the best automated
route planning and optimizing software program.
This route planning software would then be used by
Mn/DOT and Hennepin County to plan their
snowplow routes.

Researchers Maria Gini of the U of NVM's Computer Science department and
Yiyuan Zhao of the Department of Softl
Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics
began the project by developing M
specifications for the simulation
software. Some of the specifications count
used to evaluate the software packages the
were:
* Run on IBM-compatible personal route

computers under Microsoft Win-
dows (3.1 or later) and

* Work within at least one of the
following networks: Novell, IBM irnpr(
Lan, or Windows NT

* Be compatible with nonproprietary
database (ANSI SQL, ODBC, and OLE 2.0
compliant)

* Plan snowplow routes that minimize the time
required to obtain the level of service desired

* Plan snowplow routes that optimize the use of
equipment, material, and stockpiles

* Assist in identifying duplication of traveled
routes among agencies

'e1
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* Assist in locating and sizing new truck stations
(A full list of specifications is available by

requesting the final report from Mn/DOT ORA, 612-
282-2274.)

Using their extensive list of specifications,
researchers examined three software simulation
packages: gdsICE from Graphic Data Systems,
GeoRoute Municipal from PSR Group, and

TransCAD from Caliper

v planning Software. The research-
ers determined that

ire will help TransCAD satisfied
most of the require-

DOT and ments. TransCAD was
missing a major

s coordinate requirement-it does
plou not allow for multiple

snowplow types of trucks-but the
saving time company offered to

customize the software

honey and to satisfy any missing
requirements.

ing service. GeoRoute Municipal
also satisfies most of
the requirements. The

major missing requirement with this system is that it
runs under OS/2 instead of Windows. The software
program gdsICE failed to satisfy several important
requirements, such as being able to run on a personal
computer, allowing the user to specify the number of
passes per segment, and enabling the user to specify
multiple stockpiles and multiple truck stations. In
addition, GeoRoute Municipal and gdsICE are

substantially more expensive than TransCAD.
Now that the most appropriate software has been

determined, a process for purchasing the software
has begun, says Marc Simcox of Hennepin County.
"We hope to have the software this winter in order to
prepare to use it for next winter."

For more information on the Automated Route
Planning and Optimizing Software Project, call Marc
Simcox, Hennepin County, 612-930-2629. II

-- Cristyn Kowal

Survey from page 1

improve the services that we offer."
The survey takes about five to ten minutes to fill

out. And since survey findings will help shape 1998
technology transfer activities, Cheri Trenda of
Minnesota T2 encourages those who receive the
survey to complete and return it. "The direction of
our technology transfer efforts depends on their
value to our customers. The information that we
receive from those who use technology transfer
activities will help us improve and direct our
products and services."

The T2Exchange will publish the results of the
survey and report on the recommendations and changes
that result from the survey in later issues. "In the long
run, this survey will help us deliver more of what our
customers find most useful," says Trenda. "When we
know what our customers-our partners in this
process-value the most, we can build on those
areas." U

--Darlene Gorrill

From Peat to Potholes: Current RIC Tasks
Last quarter's Exchange told you about the historyof the Local Road Research Board's Research
Implementation Committee (RIC). Through reports,
videos, and other means, the RIC shares the results
of LRRB-sponsored projects and other research
initiatives. In this issue we list some of the current
tasks under way by the RIC. For more information,
call Bob Witty, Martin County highway engineer and
chair of the RIC, 507-235-3347.

Using Recycled Rubber Tires in
Backfilling Swamp/Peat Excavations
Shredded tires are a readily available, inexpensive
product used as a lightweight fill material. However,
concern about toxic leachates from rubber tires when
exposed to certain chemicals below the water table
has kept them from being widely used in Minnesota.
In 1990 the Department of Natural Resources and the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency published a
report outlining specific uses and nonuses of rubber
tires in roadway construction and describing the
permitting and monitoring process required by local
agencies. Because of these restrictions, which are
much stricter than those used in neighboring states,
most agencies decided not to use waste tires.
However, research and application of waste tires in
road construction has continued here, and several
pilot projects have been constructed and monitored.

The deliverable in this RIC project is a Mn/DOT
"Research Implementation Series" (RIS) publication
that will summarize the findings of the work
mentioned above, including current allowable
practices. It will also address legislative changes and
the permitting process, engineering properties and
characteristics of waste tires, and construction
requirements.

Task Chair: Roger Olson, Mn/DOT
Expected Completion Date: March 1998

Guardrail Installation and Repair
Roadway system designers must remain continually
updated with the newest advancements in guardrails,
end treatments, and transitions, and must also
consider the maintenance needs of these systems.

In 1993 an RIS publication, Guardrails, End
Treatments, and Transitions, was published that
thoroughly discussed the process of designing and
selecting a roadside protection system and also

provided examples and standard practices for
systems applicable for use in Minnesota. The RIS
recommended that government agencies have an
action plan for each system with respect to standard
practices for installation, repair, response time, and
spare parts inventory, for example. The deliverable in
this RIC task is a new RIS publication that includes a
framework for local agencies to follow when develop-
ing an action plan.

Task chair: Roger Gustafson, Mn/DOT
Expected Completion Date: March 1998

Seal Coat Training Handbook
Nearly every city, county, and Mn/DOT district seal
coats some roadways every year. Mn/DOT's Office
of Minnesota Road Research has been involved
in a seal coat research project
for the past
three years.
Sponsored by
the LRRB, the
study focuses on
Mn/DOT's
current seal coat
design procedure,
specifications, and
materials used in
seal coating.

This RIC task, a joint project
with Mn/DOT, is to develop a handbook that can be
taken in the field to help the inspector or project
engineer know what a good seal coat should look
like, how to calibrate the equipment, how to recog-
nize problems, and how to correct them. The
handbook will be hinged at the top and printed with
paper designed to minimize damage in the field.

Task Chair: Roger Olson, Mn/DOT
Expected Completion Date: May 1998

Pothole Patching
A majority of Minnesota's potholes occur over a
short period of time-spring thaw. In brief, potholes
generally form when ice and snow begins to melt;
since the ground (subgrade) is frozen, the water is
trapped between the surface and the subgrade. At
night, when the temperature drops below freezing,
the water freezes. The force of this expanding,
trapped water/ice causes the pavement to heave and

break apart. The next day, when the temperature rises
above freezing again, the trapped ice melts and the
cycle continues. I-Iowever, this time more surface water
is added from melting snow and ice at the surface,
creating a bigger force than the preceding night and
causing a larger pothole.

Because of this cycle, potholes must be repaired
promptly. However, if not done effectively, the
patching will not last and will simply be forced out
of the hole by traffic movement and the expanding
water/ice. And, if not correctly repaired, potholes can
lead to premature pavement failure. Because of these
factors, continuous research, experimentation, and
pilot projects have been conducted, including the
Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) and

Mn/DOT's Smooth Pavement Task Force.
This RIC task is to create an RIS publica-

tion that will summarize the findings of
recent research, including a summary of
current patching practices. It will summa-
rize SHRP findings, guidelines and findings
from the Smooth Pavement Task Force,
and also provide a resource of additional
technical papers, reports, and publica-
tions.

Task Chair: Roger Olson, Mn/DOT
Expected Completion Date: March 1998

Cold In-place Recycling
Cold in-place recycling (CIR) has been gaining in
popularity as a method to rehabilitate pavement. Mn/
DOT has constructed eight projects in recent years to
help evaluate the mix design aspects, equipment, and
proper application of this technology. The LRRB also
recently completed a report on recycling pavement
materials.

This new task will include a literature search of
bituminous cold in-place recycling techniques used
throughout the country and in Canada. It will also
evaluate the existing eight Mn/DOT test projects as
well as tests in other counties which have used CIR.
Mn/DOT then expects to develop a new specification
for CIR. This information will be incorporated into a
new written report to help introduce and explain the
specification to local governments.

Task Chair: Roger Olson, Mn/DOT
Expected Completion Date: September 1998 II

-Pamela Snopl
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Rural ITS Conference Helps
Turn Skeptics Into Believers

1997 Statewide ITS Projects
At-a-Glance

By Al Forsberg

ntelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) hold great promise for
making travel quicker, safer, easier,

and better for the environment. Under
Minnesota Guidestar, our state's ITS
program, Minnesota has become a
recognized leader in ITS research and
deployment, with projects literally
across the state. [Ed. note: see related
article at right.]

Unfortunately, some rural areas may
still see ITS as a little too futuristic for
their road systems and budgets. The
1997 International Rural ITS Confer-
ence in Big Sky, Montana, in August,
was designed to help more people
understand the benefits of ITS for rural
areas. CTS sponsored my trip in order
to share some of the rural ITS work
Blue Earth County is doing and to help
disseminate rural ITS concepts to other
counties. My goal was to review rural
ITS technology for applications
relevant to rural counties.

Rural ITS Applications
Rural ITS is exploring ways to
create safer, more efficient
transportation through the use of
information and information
processing. Tremendous energy
has been expended the last few
years exploring ways to do this.
Three areas appear to be of great
benefit:

1. weather and road information C
2. public transit information
3. traveler / tourism information
All of these will have applica-

tion to counties. Some off-the-
shelf, demonstrated examples:

Weather and road conditions.
ITS will mean better weather and
road condition information by
linking road condition sensors,
weather sensors, and private / public
weather systems and making this
information available to the traveling
public and road maintenance forces.
Radio, signs, and in-vehicle messages
will bring this information to the
vehicle operator. The traveling public
and road maintenance authority can
make better decisions when this
improved information is more readily
available.

Public transit. ITS will mean better
information on where and when transit
services are available and where and
when they are desired, to provide more
efficient transit services and encourage
their use.

Traveler information and tourism.
These systems will make travel more
efficient for the road user and providing
agency. They also will help the public
know what is available, and when and
how to get there. It will help road
agencies operate their systems so the
public can get there safer and more
efficiently. Already, several major
vehicle manufacturers are incorporating
Global Positioning System (GPS)
mapping services, emergency notifica-
tion, and cellular phones into their
vehicles. Many tourism areas and
resorts have posted information on the
Internet.

What Does This Mean to Your
County Highway Department?
Global Positioning Systems are rapidly
becoming more accurate and less
expensive. GPS will provide us more
accurate, faster design and construction
surveys similar in the advance from the
chain to total station. GPS will also
allow us to track each maintenance
vehicle location through Automatic
Vehicle Location (AVL). This will
result in more effective and efficient
operations-perhaps similar to the
advance with two-way radios.

Communication with your fleet and
the public through cell phones and
satellite phones may mean that owning
your own two-way radio system is
obsolete. Instead, we will contract with
the local phone system for improved
communications just as we do with our
desktop phones. Links to the public and
media will also be established through
wireless phones and the Internet.

Weather and road condition informa-
tion through automatic weather and
road sensors and public/private weather

services will allow you to improve
snow and ice control as well as
construction scheduling. Hopefully, the
public will also use this information to
stay off the roads when conditions are
unsafe.

Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) will help us link our road and
bridge information on traffic, safety,
road conditions, and design information
to maps so that we can make better
decisions on investing the limited funds
available. GIS will allow us to sort,
query, mix, and match information to
better understand our systems. A county
GIS-based transportation plan would
never be obsolete as long as the data it
is based on are current.

A Fascinating Future
Like any new, powerful tool, ITS will
be oversold, overused, undersold, and
underused until we learn the appropri-
ate applications. It is really a large
number of ideas aggregated under one
umbrella. Eventually the best ideas will
split off and be incorporated into our
daily work-others will fall away. It will
be a fascinating field to watch and work
with over the next several years! M

[Forsherg is county engineer in Blue
Earth County and a member of the
LRRB.]

Minnesota Guidestar is the
"brand-name" for the ITS
program led by Mn/DOT

and including public and private sector
partners. Guidestar recently introduced
a statewide ITS strategic plan that
focuses on extending ITS to the urban
and rural areas of Greater Minnesota,
as well as throughout the Twin Cities
metro area. Projects are summarized
below.

Arrowhead Transit Automatic
Vehicle Location / Mobile Data
Terminal. Transit vehicles will be
equipped with AVL/MDT technology
to improve the efficiency of regional
transit operation.

District 1 Advanced Snowplow
Operations. Real-time speed, drive
train, plow position, chemical applica-
tion, and road surface information will
be transmitted from on-board comput-
ers and sensors to a communications
center. This information will be used
for fleet management and planning for
future snow events.

Duluth Advanced Traffic and
Transit Management Center. An
integrated system in a central control
room will use existing traffic manage-
ment components, such as call boxes,
augmented with other technologies,
such as-video cameras, to provide
traveler information.

Minneapolis Midtown Greenway
and Traffic Management System
project. This project will instrument
the greenway to improve safety for
bicyclists.

Vehicle Occupancy Data Collec-
tion for HOV Facility Monitoring
and Enforcement. This involves
research to determine if video image
recording systems are feasible for
measuring vehicle occupancy and for
assisting with enforcement of occu-
pancy requirements.

MCTO Park and Ride/Bus Stop
Security System. This will improve
law enforcement agencies' ability to
detect and respond to crimes at park
and ride lots and bus stops.

Mn/DOT Snowplow
Visibility Research
M n/DOT issued a Technology

Research and Knowledge
(TRAK) fact sheet last January
summarizing its research and testing
of new options for improving visibility
of snowplows. The document
highlights the grassroots effort of the
District 1B Quality Improvement Team,
which investigated alternative lighting
packages for plows. [Ed. note: see the
Oct.-Dec. 1996 Exchange.]

Continuing work on lighting systems
focuses on fiber optics, which offer
several clear advantages (improved
visibility, low maintenance, longer life)
over current technology. This winter 14
trucks will be equipped with fiber optics
for field testing of durability, says Ken
Nelson of Maintenance Research.

For a copy of the TRAK fact sheet,
call Mn/DOT's Office of Research
Administration, 612-282-2274. M

Measurement of Driver Reactions
to Advanced Warning Flashers. This
metro-area research will be used to
refine advanced warning flashers at
signalized intersections.

Rochester Highway 14/52 Traffic
Management and Traveler Informa-
tion System project. This will define
ITS technologies and systems to
address long-term safety and conges-
tion along this route.

Blue Earth County Coordinate
Based Local Addressing System [see
below].

Southwest and West-Central
Minnesota Transit Link Systems.
This system will use standardized
computer-aided dispatching systems
and "one-call" user access to link three
independent transit providers.

Mankato Traffic and Multimodal
Transportation Management
Integration System. This effort will
develop integrated traffic signal and
roadway management systems in
Mankato, with the ability to expand
and serve surrounding communities.

St. Cloud Advanced Traffic and
Transit Operations Center. This will
be an interagency, multimodal travel
operations center.

Moorhead Area Integrated Train
Detection and Traffic Control
System. This will utilize state-of-the-

art interconnected traffic signal
systems, nonintrusive train detection
technology, changeable message signs,
and emergency vehicle signal preemp-
tion to reduce trip, transit, and emer-
gency response delays caused by a
large number of railroad/highway at-
grade crossings.

Districts 2 and 4 Road and
Weather Traveler Information
System. This will complement and
enhance the statewide R/WIS now
under development to address specific
local conditions and travel needs. U

[Reprinted with permission from
Minnesota Guidestar summer 1997.
For a complete copy call Ginny
Crowson, 612-282-2115; e-mail
ginny.crowson@dot.state.mn.us]

ITS Outreach ForumsI TS Minnesota and Minnesota
Guidestar have announced a series of

outreach forums. These luncheons will
feature speakers from Mn/DOT, the
University of Minnesota, the Federal
Highway Administration, and the
private sector. They will talk about the
latest developments in ITS, including
what's happening in your community,
and invite your input.

The schedule and location of each
forum is as follows:
* Nov. 17, Duluth. Contact Peggy

Blake, 218-723-4850.
* Nov. 21, St. Cloud. Contact

Marilyn Stillwell, 320-255-2911.
* Dec. 4, Mankato. Contact Bill

Gardner, 612-475-0010. 5
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Salt Solutions: Education Is Key
by Tom Broadbent

Look at the different jobs people
are performing around you.
Most of the skills that are

required to perform those tasks can be
learned outside of Mn/DOT. From
operating heavy equipment, engineer-
ing and surveying, to programming
computers, we bring many skills to our
current jobs; but nobody comes to
maintenance having ever put sand and
salt on the road. Everything that our
plow operators know about applying
sand and salt to the road is learned at
Mn/DOT.

When Mn/DOT snow fighters jump
behind the wheel of a plow truck, how
do they decide how much sand and salt
to apply to the road? What tools are at
their disposal to aid them in this very,
very difficult decision?

Salt Solutions was initiated in the
Duluth District last year and is now
being expanded statewide, with funds
from the Maintenance Operations
Research Engineer (MORE) and
Strategic Initiatives. It is a broad
program that includes new guidelines
for salt and sand application and new
infrared sensors. But its most impor-
tant feature is a new mindset designed
to empower maintenance workers to
make the best decisions possible.

Empowering Drivers
Technology is often times a double-
edged sword. New technology that
isn't supported with training can be
used improperly and actually result
in a less efficient operation.
Technology that isn't fully devel-
oped, so that plow operators are
expected to work out the bugs in
the field, also can turn people off of
a good idea.

Salt Solutions did not seek to be
on the cutting edge. We sought to
provide our operators with the tools
that they need to make good
application rate decisions. When
fighting something as tricky as a
winter storm, the person behind the
truck windshield is the most
qualified person to make these very
difficult decisions.

Educating our snowplow
operators to make better applica-
tion rate decisions should be the
most logical starting point when we
grapple with salt problems. A bad
decision is a bad decision-it
doesn't matter if the finest materi-
als and equipment money can buy
were used to apply too much salt. Our
operators don't need to be controlled.
They need to be empowered. Salt
Solutions provides our operators with
the tools and processes to make better
application rate decisions.

Standard Practices
When it comes to snow and ice
control, most shops have their own
unique ideas of what materials to use
during certain weather conditions. One
shop would swear that when it is warm
you should use straight sand, and when
it is cold you should apply straight salt.
Another shop might say just the
opposite.

By introducing application rate

charts, we can follow standard prac-
tices to improve continuity in our
service. Other benefits of standard
practices include:
* Public education: How can we really

explain what we are doing during
snow storms if every truck station is
doing something different? With
standard practices we will be able to
give the public a realistic service
expectation.

* State Patrol / other law enforcement:
We will be able to tell agencies what
materials we will use during certain
temperature ranges, and how well
they can expect them to work. This
may cut down on some of their
requests for sand and salt.

* Better field decisions: With standard
practices, difficult field decisions-
such as during snow events when the
pavement temperature is below 15
degrees-should be easier to make.

* Performance measurements: If there
are no guidelines regarding applica-
tion rates and procedures, how can
management address performance
issues? With standard practices, a
base line is created with which
supervisors will be able to evaluate
snowplow operators' performance.

Guidelines, Sensors, and
Calibration
To help standardize application rates, acc

- Salt-Solutions includes new-simple- Sa
guidelines based on earlier materials (m
created by the FHWA, the Delaware bri

Application Rate Guidelines
Multilane Divided

300+
Snow

Freezing Rain

200-400 salt

200 salt

Below 150 Dry Snow 1200-1500 s
stockpile

DOT, Mn/DOT, and other agencies
(see table for example).

Because the guidelines vary depend-
ing on pavement temperature, we had
to find a way to get pavement tempera-
tures to the operators. Previous fixed
pavement sensors were often placed in
atypical locations, such as bridge
decks, and could not give information
directly to operators.

A new infrared sensor tool, mounted
on truck mirrors, was thus developed to
give operators the pavement tempera-
ture right in the cab. The tool is
affordable-at $390, about a quarter of
the nearest competitor's cost-and can
be installed in a half hour per truck. On
the down side, the tool has had a
considerable failure rate and is not as

I
t

and

dis
Du
to
pos
val

curate as other instruments. The
lt Solutions steering committee
ade up of maintenance workers,
dge workers, and superinten-

dents) decided to continue
using the sensor for several
reasons: its low cost, the
company's quick and
reliable service, and the ease
of trading parts. We will
keep our eyes open for
better products.

One truck in each Mn/
DOT truck station-a total
of approximately 122-will
be equipped with the new
sensor tool this year, thanks
to Salt Solutions.

More time also will be
spent calibrating sanders. In
the past, maintenance
workers largely viewed
calibrating as a waste of
time. Now, after introducing
the application charts,
operators realize they can't
follow the charts unless they
know the amount of
material their trucks are

charging. Our operators in
duth led the movement last year
calibrate their trucks, a very
sitive change in norms and
lues.

Awareness and Training
With the guidelines and sensors in
place and sanders calibrated, the
next step is driver awareness and
training. Operators often seemed
to be between a rock and a hard
place-pressured by the public and
others to overuse, and encouraged
by Mn/DOT to control supplies.
Salt Solutions changes the culture
from one based on guesses and
experience, to one that empowers
drivers with new tools and practices

to make the best decision.
-Of course, these-guidelines will not work

in all cases. Storms are vastly different in
composition. Temperature, length of storm,
rate of snowfall, and type of snow, for
example, all play a factor in the amount of
salt we use. Taking this into account, the
guidelines probably err on the side of
safety, and can still be revised. As part of
our program, we will be asking users for
their experiences and adjusting the
guidelines.

First-Year Results
Results from last winter--with near record
snow and cold in most of the state-show
that through Salt Solutions we used less
salt and sand. To determine the program's
impact, we compared data from cities and
counties that provide a similar level of
service:
* City of Duluth: salt use rose 24 percent,

sand 18 percent
* Pine County: sand up 17 percent, salt 17

percent
* St. Cloud District: salt up 13 percent,

sand down 13 percent

In contrast, the Duluth District's salt use
was down 1 percent, and sand use was
down 24 percent. Without Salt Solutions,
we estimate we would have used 10
percent more salt, and 24 percent more
sand, for an additional cost of $178,000.

For Further Information
So far several cities and counties have called
for more information about our program. To help
spread the word, I will be visiting Mn/DOT
districts in the next few months, and a Salt
Solutions newsletter may start in November.
Also, the Circuit Training and Assistance
Program will include Salt Solutions materials.
[Ed note: see page 6 for the van schedule.] If
you would like to learn more, please feel free to
call me at (218) 723-4960, ext. 3541. U

[Broadbent is the Salt Solutions Program
director with Mn/DOTs Duluth District.]
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Coming T2 Attractions
Cooperative Equipment Transp
Purchasing and Jo
Detroit Lakes, Nov. 3 Coffmar
Mankato, Nov. 13 Feb. 11
Minneapolis, Nov. 20, Mar. 12 Call Cat
Marshall, Mar. 2 2259
Duluth, Mar. 5
Contact Leon Meger of Extension Secon4
Services, 800-367-5363. Pavem

Earle Br
Traffic Signing and Control Feb. 26
Grand Rapids, Nov. 13 Call Cat
St. Cloud, Nov. 18 2259
Rochester, Dec. 3

Work Z
Construction of Hot Mix and Pa
Asphalt (Bituminous Street II) March 1
and Certification Contact
St. Paul, Dec. 1-3 800-766
St. Cloud, Jan. 5-7
St. Paul, Feb. 2-4 Minnes
Mankato, Mar. 2-4 Mainte
Contact Sandy Servatius of Mn/ Rochesl
DOT, 612-396-3124.

"How l
Gravel Road Maintenance Work Z
February 1998 in Bemidji, St. Markin
Cloud, and Marshall Fargo-M

Call cos
Safety S
272-877

portation Career Expo
Db Fair
n Union, Minneapolis

therine Ploetz, 612-626-

d Annual Minneosta
lent Conference
rown Center, St. Paul

herine Ploetz, 612-626-

Zone Traffic Control
Ivement Markings
998
Mike Leaf, Warning Lites,

6-5483

sota Spring
nance Expo
ter, April 7-8

To" Conference on
Zones, Pavement
gs, and Signing
Moorhead, Apr. 15-16
ponsor American Traffic
Services Association, 800-
'2

Registration
Unless noted otherwise above, to register or for further information,
contact Bev Ringsak, 206 Nolte Center, 315 Pillsbury Dr. S.E.,
Minneapolis, MN 55455; 612-625-6689; fax 612-626-1632; e-mail
bringsak@mail.cee.umn.edu. T2 workshops are facilitated by University
College, University of Minnesota. Disability accommodations are
provided upon request. Check the T2 Web site for a full listing of
workshops and other transportation events at http://www.umn.edu/cts/
Events/events.html. 0

Circuit Van Begins Fall Tour
The Circuit Training and Assis-

tance Program began its fall
schedule in late October, with the
topic of "Snow and Ice-Today's
Problems...Tomorrow's Solutions."
The van is scheduled to visit over ten
sites throughout the state by the end of
November. The following schedule is
flexible, and additional stops can be
added by request. If you would like
the van to visit your site, call Ben
Gribbon at 612-625-8373.

Cosponsors of the program are
Minnesota T2, the LRRB, Mn/DOT,
the Minnesota Public Works
Association, the Minnesota Street
Superintendents Association, and the
FHWA. Funds and
course subsidies
are provided by
the LRRB. The
program is
facilitated by
University
College. U

Dates and
Locations

1 October 28:
Douglas County 2
Public Works
Center, Alexan-
dria

2 October 29: City
of Fergus Falls
Public Works
Garage, Fergus
Falls 7

3 November 7: St. 6
Louis County

Public Works Building, Virginia

4 November 10: City of Hutchinson
H.A.T.S. Building, Hutchinson

5 November 12: Olmsted County
Public Works, Rochester

6 November 13: Watonwan County
Garage, St. James

7 November 14: Lyon County
Highway Shop, Marshall

8 November 17: Wright County Public
Works, Buffalo

9 November 18: Minnetonka Commu-
nity Center, Minnetonka

LTAP Conference CoverageWhile most of the sessions at the LTAP conference were directed
toward LTAP staff, others provided information useful to a broader
audience, including city/county personnel. One such example follows.

Designing and Creating
Your Own Web Site
So you've been surfing the Web for a
while and now you think you are ready
to take the next step-creating your
own Web page. Putting information on
the Web is a good way to disseminate
large amounts of information quickly.
It is also useful for publishing informa-
tion that changes often such as a
calendar of events or course schedule.

will they most likely use?
If you anticipate that they will be
using older computers and slow
Internet connections, then you
should use minimal graphics so that
your pages load quickly.
What type of information will
your audience expect to find at
your site? Will they just expect to
find general information about your
organization or is there specific
information they will be looking for?

"How do you
want them to
move through
your site? Do
you have a
certain order you
want them to
read your pages?
You can steer

glthem in the
- direction you

Clare Bland (Castle Rock Consultants) and Micky Ruiz (Mn/DOT) at
the Best Practices display.

Creating a
Web site can
be fun, but
there are
pitfalls. For
instance, the
more informa-
tion you add,
the more
complicated
the project
becomes. A
good Web site
should be
organized,
easy to
navigate, and
have a lot of
useful infor-

want them to go
by using a
minimal number
of hypertext links
(links to another
page or another
section within
the site) in your

LTAP members signed a get-well card for Ray Griffith, who fell seriously
in Duluth. We're pleased to report that he's made a full recovery.

mation.
Achieving these results might be a
little more difficult than you think.
There are ways to handle these
difficulties, though, by following some
basic steps. These steps include
preliminary planning, creating the site,
and testing.

Preliminary Planning
The preliminary planning stages
consist of analyzing your audience,
creating an outline of your entire site,
and writing or gathering the content
for your site.

Audience Analysis
On a general level you are probably
already familiar with the audience of
your Web site. There are other things
you should consider, though. Think
about the following questions in
relation to your audience:
* What kind of hardware, soft-

ware, and Internet connection

text and putting a link at the end of
the page that leads to the next
page you want them to read.

It is important that after you analyze
your audience-in fact, after each step
in the Web site creation process-that
you write down your conclusions. This
does not have to be a formal report, but
writing down what you decided is very
important. Because of the nature of the
Web, your site will constantly evolve.
When you or anyone else go back to
make changes, it will be helpful to start
where you left off and not have to
retrace your preliminary steps.

After you've become familiar with
your audience you can move on to
planning the site. First, you should
determine how often your site will be
updated. Try to be realistic about this
estimate. You want to make sure that
you don't put date-sensitive material
on your site if you aren't going to have
time to update it very often.
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Members of the LTAP Strategic Plan Development Committee are recognized for their hard work. Left
to right: Rick Smith, Tony Giancola, Kathleen Jones, Gene Wilson, Susan Klekat; Dave Johnson, Nelda

Bravo, Dan Raterman, Patsy Anderson, Ron Hall, Ray Griffith, Lisa Pogue. Behind podium: Cheri
Trenda. (Not pictured: Ken Webster; Martin Manning, Kyung Kyu Lim, James Grier, Mary Martha
Churchman, Rita Weiss, Robert Kelly, Gary White)

Ken Nelson discussed the CTAP van and other

efforts in a Best Practices session. Anna
Bennett led strategic planning sessions.

Left: Dave Janisch, Mn/DOT and Minnesota T
instructor. Right: Tony Giancola, NACE
executive director, expressed support for LTAP.

Site Outline
Next, create your site outline. An easy
way to organize an outline is a table
with the following column headings:
purpose, content, graphics, and links.
The "purpose" column is a place you
can note why you are creating each
page. This is especially useful if you
have multiple people giving you
suggestions for pages. If you know the
purpose for including information on
your site you can effectively incorporate
it or delete it if need be. The "content"
section can list in general terms what
the text on the page will be or it can
even list the whole text, whichever you
prefer. The "graphics" section describes

all the graphics on each page. This
column is important for keeping a
consistent design for your entire site.
The "links" section can be especially
helpful. Creating Web pages goes
much faster if the hypertext links
you are going to have on each page
and even the addresses of these links
are determined at the outline stage.

A site outline is useful if one
person is designing a Web page, but
it is almost mandatory if multiple
people are working on a Web site.
With an outline it is easy to keep
track-of- ho is creating each page,
what each page should consist of,
and the addresses of each link. It is
much easier to change any inconsis-
tencies at the outline stage than to
wait until the site is actually created.
In addition, the outline can be used
for reviews. If you have other people
that are interested in the content of
the site, you can give them a site
outline to look over before you start
creating pages. This way any
differences in opinions or ideas can
be taken care of at the beginning of
the project.

After a site outline is written,
create templates for your Web pages.
You will probably use one template
for the menu pages and one for the
content pages. If a template is used
when creating the site, the site
designer can just copy and paste the
information in the appropriate places
and not have to bother recreating
repetitious material.

Site Content
The last part of this preliminary
stage is to create the content for your
pages or to request copyright

permission for any unoriginal work.
You should have all your text ready
before you start posting the information
on your site. When the actual site
creation starts, you will find that it
requires a lot of tinkering in order to
get your pages to look the way you
want them to. Not only will it be a
nuisance to try to create or refine your
text while trying to design your Web
pages, but you probably won't be able
to give either the designing or the
writing the attention they deserve.

Creating the Site
Now that you know what information
you are going to post in your site and
how your site will look, you are ready to
actually create your site. A few general
design principles you should follow
when creating your site are:
* Keep the design consistent through

the whole site. Your readers will rely
on the design of your pages to get
oriented when they go to a new page
on your site.

* Don't visually overload your
readers. Too many graphics means
important information might be
missed. Be careful if you are using
graphic menus. According to the Web
Style Manual published by the Yale
Center for Advanced Instructional
Media, graphic menus can only offer
six to eight choices before they are
visually overwhelming to the user.

* Don't make your readers scroll a lot
when reading long pieces of text.
Scrolling is very disorienting to most
readers. A good rule is to keep your
pages no longer than two to three
screens of information.

* Make sure the page loads quickly. A
slow-loading site quickly frustrates
most readers.

* Use soft and light colors for the
background and dark colors for
text. Make sure there is a lot of
contrast. Reading dark text on a light
background is most comfortable for
the eye. Also, you have to remember

Ken Skorseth (shown) of South Dakota T
and Don Anderson of North Dakota V
taught attendees how to "speak Minnesotan."

* Use JPEG format for color
photographs and GIF for
drawings, text, or very small
photos. These are standard
formats for saving graphics

Testing
Several times while you are design-
ing your Web site it is a good idea to
perform feasibility tests. You don't
want to wait until your site is totally
finished before you test it. The later
the design stage, the more difficult
problems are to fix. Some tests you
want to perform on your site are:
* Test it on a different computer

platform than you used to create it
(e.g., Mac or PC)

* View it through different browsers
(e.g., Netscape or Explorer)

* Load the pages at different
modem speeds_

* Check the look of the graphics at
different monitor resolutions

* Print out the pages-what do they
look like?

* Ask a few people to maneuver
through the site and give you
feedback

Testing your site during several
stages of your Web design project can
save you a lot of work in the long
run. You don't want to spend a lot of
time creating intricate graphics and
then find out that a majority of your
audience can't even tell what your

Steve Lund, Mn/DOT

Nelda Bravo, Joe Toole and Cheri Trenda listen to a session on strategic
change management.

that some people might want to print
out your pages so you will need text
that contrasts a lot from the back-
ground in order for it to show up on a
black and white printout.
Keep lines of text around 10-12
words long. This line length is the
"comfort zone" for most readers.
Use flashing or moving objects
sparingly (only if pointing out
something very important). The eye
will move to flashing/moving objects
first. If these objects are trivial, the
reader might then think your content
is also trivial.

graphics are because they don't have
high-resolution monitors.

My final point is that designing a
good Web site includes a lot more
than just putting some color and
graphics on the page-it takes
preliminary planning, a knowledge
of basic design principles and how
they relate to the Web, and testing. g

[For more information call
Cristyn Kowal, 612-626-7330.]

-Cristyn Kowal
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IF YOUR PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION MEETS ON A REGULAR BASIS, LET US INCLUDE THE INFORMATION HERE. CONTACT EDITOR, TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE.

FOR AN UP-TO-DATE LIST OF EVENTS IN MINNESOTA AND NATIONWIDE, PLEASE SEE THE CTS/T2 EVENTS WEB PAGE: http://www.umn.edu/cts/Events/calendar.html
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Nov. 12-13 Minnesota Public Works Association Fall Conference

Nov. 21 ITS Minnesota Outreach Forum

Janec. 4 ITS Minnesota County reangineers Association Meetingorum

Jan. 20-23 Minnesota County Engineers Association Meeting

Best Western Northwest Inn, Minneapolis Bev Ringsak, 612-625-6689

Holiday Inn Downtown Waterfront, Duluth Peggy Blake, 218-723-4850

Holiday Inn, St. Cloud

Cragun's Conference Center, Brainerd

Marilyn Stillwell, 320-255-2911

Doug Grindall, Koochiching County,
218-283-6286

Feb. 26 Second Annual Minnesota Pavement Conference Earle Brown Center, St. Paul Catherine Ploetz, 612-626-2259

Apr. 7-8 Minne~sotaSprin~g Mainenance Expo Rochester

Apr. 15-16 "How to" Conference on Work Zones, Pavement Markings, and Signing Fargo-Moorhead ATSSA, 800-272-8772

SEE PAGE SIX FOR MORE "COMING ATTRACTIONS" FROM MINNESOTA T2

Trainer from page 1

experience, organizational and
speaking skills, and who enjoys travel
in Minnesota. Responsibilities will
include:
* communicate with vendors,

researchers, public agencies, and

technology transfer organizations
* review new maintenance practices,

innovations, and research results
* solicit and assess information,

technology transfer, and training
needs

* identify priority topics and develop
courses and demonstrations

* conduct training, demonstrations,
and information exchange work-
shops

* collaborate with maintenance,
technology transfer, and research
implementation staff

* collect program evaluation informa-
tion and develop reports and

recommendations
* assist in identifying program

needs and budget plans
Contact Jane Butzer at 612-282-

5434 for more information. Applica-
tions will be accepted through the end
of November. li

--R. Benjamin Gribbon

El Nifo-Will It Affect Minnesota's Weather?

E l Nifio-a rise in the water scientists have been able to compare
temperature of the eastern the convergence of warm water off the
Pacific near the equator- Pacific coast of South America and the

happens every few years. This year, United States to past El Nifios and have
however, scientists are predicting that determined that this year's episode will
El Niflo will be very strong and will probably be stronger than that of 1982-
have a drastic impact on climates 83-the strongest El Niflo of this
around the world. Because they have century.
been tracking El Niiio for many years, Why does this warm water move

------- -- ----------- - - - - -------------- ---- 1

Seldfer Response

Please help the Exchange become more effective by filling out this form and

returning it to:

Minnesota T2 Program, Center for Transportation Studies

200 Transportation and Safety Building, 511 Washington Avenue S.E.

Minneapolis, MN 55455

Fax: (612) 625-6381 E-mail: snopl001@tc.umn.edu

The following is a(n)

addition change deletion

Name

Title/Organization

Employment

County City Township Mn/DOT Supplier

Contractor Consultant Vendor Other

Address

Phone/Fax/

E-mail

My suggestion for a local innovation to report on is:

My question for the Q & A column is:

My idea, comment, or suggestion is:

Please send me information on: I

--------- --- --- ----------

towards South America and the
Western United States instead of
towards Australia as it normally does?
And why would this affect climates all
around the world?

The warm water is usually pushed
east toward Australia by strong trade
winds. During El Nifio the intensity of
the trade winds inexplicably lessens
and the water moves toward South
America. This change of water
temperature has a dramatic affect on
atmospheric conditions. The combina-
tion of the change in water temperature
and in atmospheric conditions is called
El Nifio/Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
Nobody knows for certain why ENSOs
occur, but based on past observations
of the world's climates, predictions of
the outcomes of ENSOs can be made.
Australia and South America have been
strongly affected by ENSOs in the past.
The part of the United States that is
usually most adversely affected by
ENSO is the California coast. Current
predictions are that California will

have record rainfalls this winter,
resulting in flooding and mudslides.

What does this mean for Minnesota?
Current predictions by the Center for
Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction Studies
(COAPS) are that Minnesota and its
surrounding states will have a warmer
than normal winter, with more
precipitation than normal. This change
is due primarily to the shift northward
of the jet stream. Remember, though,
that these are general climactic
predictions based on average tempera-
tures and precipitation. Most of our
region received higher than normal
snowfalls last year; ENSO does not
necessarily mean even more snow this
year. Just as nobody has been able
predict with certainty what type of
weather will occur in general, ENSO
watchers cannot really predict the
weather either. All scientists are able to
do is make educated guesses about the
weather based on historical data from
past ENSOs. El

-Cristyn Kowal
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